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#Tell the truth and don't be qfnU4'

Smoking still
a hot issue
New survey hopes
to clear up debate
By HEIDI KEIBLER
Student government editor

J oANN CLARK/Staff photographer

Superfans
Brad Singer, a senior psychology majo1; and Sheila Schmitt, a sophomore business major,
watch the Super Bowl in the Stevenson Hall lobby. The San Francisco 49ers beat up on
the Sand Diego Chargers 49-23. See story on Page 12.

City Council members
'content' with Gutraj
By HEIDI KEIBLER

from the position last
semester to transfer to the
University of Maryland at
Charleston City Council College Park.
members say they are content
Glenn Fundator, the newly
with the appointment of appointed vice president for
Bryan Gutraj as the student public affairs, appointed
representative to the council, Gutraj to the position of counprovided he remains "diplo- cil representative Wednesday.
matic."
"My feeling is that he
"As long as he uses a little (Gutraj) has some good ideas,
diplomacy, everything will go he just has a way of expressjust fine," City Commissioner ing himself that is insensiGreg Stewart said. "If he gets tive ," City Commissioner
bent out of shape, it will be to Gene Scholes said. "I think if
his own demise.
he were a little more diplo"The students need some- matic, it would improve the
one to voice their concerns situation."
and opinions, and he has
Scholes said Gutraj acted
shown he's not afraid to do "inappropriate" when he
that,"
Stewart
added. served as a substitute for
"Provided he does it in a diplo- Giordano.
ma tic way, I don't see there
"One time, on a vote the
being a problem."
council was ready to take,
Gutraj served as council (Gutraj) raised his hand and
representative three times said he hoped the council's
last semester as a substitute biases wouldn't interfere with
for Matt Giordano , former their vote," Scholes said. "To
vice president for public suggest in public that we have
affairs. Giordano resigned biases was inappropriate.
Student government editor

"If he thinks we're biased,
he ought to speak with us
individually," he added. "I
think he's got a little maturing to do regarding dealing
with people in a public forum."
Gutraj said he plans to "try
to conduct myself in a very
professional manner."
"One of the things my job
entails is representing the
best interests of the students,"
he said. "At times older people
may not agree with that, but
it's something I'm accepting in
taking on this role."
Gutraj said he is "not looking for letters of recommendation from the mayor or the
commissioners."
"Anybody can get up and
say what pleases the commissioners and the mayor," he
said. "But I'm not doing that;
I'm there to represent the
10,000 students at Eastern."
City Commissioner John
Winnett said Gutraj simply
"expresses the opinions the
students told him."

Senate to hold teleconference
BOG kill bill to be discussed
By JAMIE RILEY
Staff writer

For the first time ever, the Faculty Senate
will hold a teleconference at 3 p.m. Tuesday
with the Faculty Senate of Western Illinois
University.
The senate will meet at 2 p.m. in Room 219
of Old Main this week only for the teleconference.
Senate Chairman John Allison said the

two senates definitely will discuss the Board
of Governors and Board of Regents elimination bill, sponsored by Rep. Mike Weaver, RAshmore.
The Board of Governors governs five universities, including Eastern, Western ,
Chicago State , Governors State and
Sangamon State universities. The Board of
Regents governs three universities. Weaver's
• See FACSEN Page 1

In wake of the Faculty
Senate's recommendation
that Eastern become a
smoke-free campus indoors,
the Student Senate is conducting a survey to deter mine what students want.
Senate members Rick
Tucker and Pat Scanlan
designed a survey Friday to
be distributed among members of various organizations
including the Residence Hall
Association, the Black
Student Union, the Latin
American Student Organization and greek organizations.
T ucker said he and
Scanlan created 1,000 surveys and placed them in the
mailboxes of the organizations for presidents to distribute among the members.
Surveys will also be available today through Friday in
the Student Government

Office of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union for
students to fill out.
"This is just a chance for
students to say what they
want ," Tucker said. "I hope
we get most of them (the surveys) back so we can go
through and find out what
students really want and be
behind them and support
them."
The surveys ask students
whether they smoke, whether
the campus should be smoke
free and whether smoking
should be restricted to residence halls and the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Once the survey results
are compiled, the senate will
"fight for whatever the students want," Tucker said.
Tucker said he is unsure
what measures the senate
will take to achieve the
results the students want.

., See SMOKE Page 2

Unfinished lot
receiving abuse
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor

A parking lot being built
in conjunction with the
upcoming Buzzard Building renovation is already
encountering use by overanxious motorists.
Several cars have been
seen parked in the lot ,
located along south Ninth
and Tenth streets. The lot,
which has not offi cially
opened, will not be finished
until gravel is spread to
solidify the ground and prevent cars from becoming
stuck.
Ted Weidner, director of
the P hysical Plant , said
anyone who parks there is
parking at his or her own
risk.
"If anything, the cars
will help compact (the
ground) , but I would prefer
they don' t park there ,"
Weidner said. "I wouldn't
be supportive of someone
parking in there, getti ng
stuck and then needing to

be towed out."
Weidner added that
gravel won't be spread in
the lot until sometime in
April because of possible
changes in weather conditions.
It 's hard to predict the
weather," Weidner said.
"We could have ice and/or
snow."
The lot, which is being
built for parking permit
holders who will be displaced by the upcoming
Buzzard Building renovations , is expected to be
available to both faculty
and students, campus
police Sgt. Ron Osborne
said.
"Whenever the Physical
Plant gets ready to lay
down the rock, then we will
begin formally ticketing it,"
Osborne, a member of the
campus parking committee
said. "Right now, we aren't
even messing with it.
People who park there are
• See PARKING Page 2
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grieves
for seven
dead
URBANA (AP) - Jesse
Hughes wasn't there Sunday
to lead the congregation of
Calvary Baptist Church when
members sang, "What A
Friend We have In Jesus."
And Pastor Gary Gritton
altered his morning sermon,
trying hard to keep it from
sounding like a funeral for
Hughes, his associate pastor,
and six boys from the
church's Christian Academy
who died in a fiery van accident near Tolono two nights
before.

"I've had to pray and pray
for the strength to be up here
today," said Gritton, about 36
hours after the Friday night
accident on icy roads.
"This isn't the time we
want to reflect on these folk,"
he said.
The van, driven by Hughes
and carrying members of the
academy's basketball team
was heading back from games
in a neighboring community,
when it skidded on ice and
was struck by an oncoming
tour bus.
Killed with Hughes were
three brothers, Joseph
Burlingame, 15; Benjamin,
12; and Aaron, 10, ofRantoul;
Joseph Franklin, 12, of
Urbana; and Joel Stephen,
15, and Christopher Orwig,
11, both of Champaign.
The boys were players on
the academy's elementary
and junior-senior high teams.
Church members steadied

The Daily Eastern New s

nation was not as he originally had understood: "The home
that they were going to was
heaven."
Just a couple of miles from
where they separated, the
van hit ice and was struck by
each other over the Calvary's the oncoming bus loaded with
own ice-covered drive Sunday, passengers whose flights
then clutched hands, hugged from St. Louis had been canand wept inside. During celed. It was taking them to
songs and prayers, some central Illinois airports and
members pressed handker- had just dropped some off at
chiefs to their eyes.
Willard.
During his sermon,
None of the bus passengers
Gritton, who had traveled by were hospitalized in the 11:30
car to watch the team play in p.m accident.
Pana, described his last conHughes may have been
versation with Hughes.
caught off-guard by the ice on
"Brother Jesse, what way the road, said Champaign
are you going home?" he County Coroner Eldon Quick.
asked.
"l-57 had been pretty well
He said that Hughes was salted, and the county road
going to turn off Interstate 57 hadn't been salted adequateto take Monticello Road, a ly," Quick said. He said the
rural route that passes by van's passengers probably all
Willard Airport in Cham- died instantly, but is asking
paign County.
the state fire marshal to
But Gritton said the desti-

investigate why the van burst
into flames.
"I think God was gracious
in the way that it happened taking them all at once,"
Gritton said.
He had his congregation
stand together and read
aloud Psalm 23, "The Lord is
my shepherd ...." "Prayers are
the main thing," he told them.
"That's what is going to sustain us."
The Christian Academy,
which was founded in 1982 by
church members who were
dissatisfied with public
schools, had 76 students
before the accident. Hughes
taught at the school and
coached the basketball teams.
Gritton announced that
classes would be canceled
throughout the week, but he
said staff would be on hand to
counsel grieving students.
Funeral services have not
been set for the victims.

FROM PAGE ONE

Parking
., From Page 1
In December, the university distributed to the faculty, staff and student senates
the results of a campuswide survey stating that the
majority of faculty, staff and
students are in favor of a
smoke-free campus indoors.

The faculty and staff senates both recommended to
Eastern President Jorns
that smoking be prohibited
in all university buildings
and vehicles, including
O'Brien Stadium.
The Student Senate will
vote at its Feb. 8 meeting to
place a referendum on the

•From Page 1
bill would create seven separate governing
bodies for the universities and merge
Sangamon State with the University of
Illinois governing system.
"Of course we will talk about the proposed
changes in university governance, which
affect both universities," Allison said.
If a majority of members of both senates
reach a conclusion on the governance issue,
Allison said, he would like to see a resolution
formulated and passed on to the BOG or the
Board of Trustees.
"If it became clear to us in this teleconference that we agreed on two or three points,

Feb. 22 special election ballot for students to vote for
or against making Eastern
a smoke-free campus.
"Hopefully, even people
who don't want a smokefree campus will come out
and vote," Tucker said. "We
need to see what the students want."

we could make a resolution and send it on to
the BOG or the Board of Trustees," he said.
At this time, no other teleconferences are
scheduled with other universities in the BOG
system, Allison said.
Allison said Eastern President David Jorns
deserves some of the credit for the teleconference since Jorns made the technology available to the senate.
"Last year the president told us we had the
capacity for a teleconference, and it would be
made available to the senate," he said.
In other business, the senates may discuss
tenure, the Illinois Board of Higher
Education and the articulation plan, under
which students transfer from one university
to another.

f

From Page 1

on their own as far as parking
in there or getting stuck."
The committee must first
receive approval from the
President's Council before officially designating the new
parking lot for students and
faculty.
The new lot, at full capacity,
is expected to provide 150
parking spaces.
As part of the Buzzard renovation, the parking lot along
the east side of the building
will be completely closed during construction.
"A very small part of (the
parking lot located east of the
building) will be built on,"
Weidner said. "I don't know
how the rest of it will be used."
Weidner said construction
workers may use the east-side
lot to park a storage trailer
and set up and store equipment.
The $11.2 million renovation of Buzzard was originally

''A
./"I.

very small
part of (the parking Jot located
east of the building) will be built
on. I don't know
how the rest of it
will be used,''
- Ted Weidner
Physical Plant Director

slated to begin last fall, but the
project encountered numerous
delays because of planning
changes and complaints about
departmental space allotments.
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Accused murderer acts as own attorney
MINEO LA, N. Y. (AP) - Act 1,
Scene 1. The defense attorney, in his
opening statement, dismisses a 93count indictment as fiction.
"There are 93 counts only because
it matches the year 1993. Had it been
1925, it would have been 25 counts,"
he declares.
This is the trial of Colin Ferguson,
charged with murder in the 1993
Long Island Rail Road massacre. The
defense attorney in this surreal
drama: Colin Ferguson.

Scene 2. Ferguson questions the
first witnesses, including a detective
who investigated the case.
Ferguson: "Where was the suspect
when you arrived?" Lt. Charles
Pacini: "You were in the backseat
with handcuffs on." Act 2, Scene 1.
Police Detective Donald Daly, on the
witness stand, identifies an unloaded
9mm semiautomatic as the weapon
used in the assault. Ferguson
demands that he be allowed to hold
the gun.

Motion denied.
Ferguson asks for the jury to leave,
then asks for a mistrial.
Motion denied.
Scene 2. Ferguson cross-examines
Maryanne Phillips, who was shot in
the chest on the train, and questions
whether she can identify him since
she closed her eyes and played dead
to avoid being killed.
"It was your statement that you
played dead and that you were closing
your eyes?" Ferguson asked.

"I didn't want you to shoot me
again. I saw you shoot me and I
played dead," Phillips responded.
Ferguson made his opening statement last week in a bulletproof vest
that bulged in spots under his white
dress shirt, tie and tobacco-colored
blazer. But if his clothing was wrinkled, his performance was smooth.
"Mr. Ferguson did not fire a gun,"
he said to a rapt jury.
"He simply is the victim of a shooting on a train, like any other victim."

Speaker to discuss Liaison candidate stresses
HIV testing issues serving community needs

ing positive for HIV, Drake
said. Zschau will also speak
about services the Health
The procedures and is- Department offers, includsues involved with HIV test- ing AIDS testing.
ing will be the foc us of a
"This is an excellent prespeech by Joyce Zschau of sentation," Drake said. "She
the Coles County Health will discuss some of the
Department at 8 p.m. things people can expect
tonight in the Taylor Hall down the road."
lobby.
Zschau's presentation will
As part of AIDS Aware- follow an educational lecture
ness Week, "HIV Testing: by Nancy Koontz, certified
What Can You Expect?" is Red Cross speaker, about
free and open to everyone.
HIV and AIDS. Koontz will
"A lot of questions people speak at 7 p.m. in the
have revolve around the Andrews Hall lobby.
testing issue," Lynette
Tuesday Drake will preDrake, director of The Office sent "Safer Sex... ???" at 7
of Orientation/AIDS, Alcohol p.m. in the Effingham Room
and Drug Information, said. of the Martin Luther King
"She is the person to talk to J r. University Union. The
when it comes to testing in event is sponsored by the
Coles County."
Office of Orientation ,
Tonight's le cture will AIDS/Alcohol and Drug
address legal and insurance Information and Eastern's
issues associated with test- Counseling Center.

By KAREN WOLDEN
Activities editor

r

By ERIC BECKER

Unive r sity
Union.
Padovan
Making Eastern's position
said the liaiin the state Legislature more
son position
competitive is a major need
will be imthat must be addressed, the
portant in
fourth and final candidate for
serving the
the position of university and
needs of the
governmental relations liaicommunity.
son said Friday.
Lynne
"(If hired,)
Lynne Padovan, a selfPadovan
I will be caremployed management and
rying out the
political consultant , spoke wishes of the Eastern commubefore a search committee nity," Padovan said. "My job
and an open forum Friday will be to facilitate Eastern's
morning in the 1895 Room of position in legislative areas.
the Mar tin Luther King J r.
"Being a new position, I see
Staff Writer

it as a good opportunity," she
added. "Timing is everything,
and the timing is perfect for
this opportunity."
The liaison will act as a
lobbyist for the university
under the direction of J ill
Nilsen , special assistant to
the president , and will be
responsible for acquiring
additional education funding
from the state. The position
will also require the organization of an alumni network
comprised of influential alumni in state gover nment who
can assist in Eastern's search
for funds.

Co rrections
Two articles on Page 3 of Friday's On the Verge of the Weekend did not report that AIDS
patients Jim Troester and Prudie Brungard are scheduled to speak on campus as part of AIDS
Awareness Week.
Troester and Brungard will speak about living with the disease in "My Life With AIDS" at 7
p.m. Wednesday in the Lawson Hall lobby.
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Tuition waivers a menace to public schools
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Clinton must
remain strong,
work with GOP
On Tuesday, President Clinton was the first
Democrat since Harry Truman to face a
Republican Congress in his State of the Union
address.
That fact may or may not have contributed
to Clinton's sounding more like a Republican
each passing moment
of his 90-minute
speech.
It is understand able, however, if Clinton wants to remain on
the "good side" of the 104th Congress, as
this speech was seen as a crucial step in
picking up the pieces of Clinton's overall
troubled presidency.
But Clinton should be careful about giving
up too much to the new majority, and
should be prepared to stand his ground on
key issues. If he doesn't, he could find himself spinning out of control and bowing to
the will of a Republic Congress.
Clinton succeeded in his address in that he
faced a Republican-controlled Congress and
avoided making partisanship an issue.
"Let us put aside partisanship, pettiness
and pride," the president said. "As we
embark on a new course, let us put our country first, remembering that regardless of our
party label, we are all Americans."
But the president's reconciliatory tone
should not create a president who won't take
a stand. The clashes between Republican and
Democratic philosophy are coming soon.
Welfare reform has already started.
It is here where Clinton will define himself.
The president will cut a niche in these reform
efforts, and set a tone on how much he is
willing to give in to Republican demands.
If he handles it right, Clinton will have a
strong and profitable relationship with the
GOP. If he gives too much, it will be a long
two years that will end with a new president
at the helm.
While the State of the Union address usually accomplishes little, it can serve as a
statement of where exactly common ground
lies.
Both Republicans and Democrats should
remember that.

Editor i a I
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For 90 years, the members
The Board of Governors
Illinois General Assembly has
makes up for the out-of-conoffered two four-year tuition
"Woodyard, Rtrol distributing of waivers by
waivers.
Chrisman, is
Jacking tuition 3.5 percent.
Sounds pretty simple,
ak. h. th . d
But General Assembly and
doesn't it? It conjures up the
m mg IS IT university tuition waivers are a
image of a poor, toothless 18attempt to elimi- component of the establishyear-old from Dirtscum, Ill.,
nate General
ment. Who would dare try to
with an Einsteln-esque brain
eliminate these strains on highand a heart of gold who just
Assembly schol- er education?
wants to see lfhe can make it Adam
arships."
Enter State Sen. Harry
in a world of asphalt and those
"Babe" Woodyard.
new, fangled automobiles.
McHugh
Woodyard, R-Chrisman, is
Warms your heart, eh?
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - making his third attempt to
Well, that dream ls becoming (it really probably
eliminate General Assembly scholarships. Even
never was) an outdated notion as bright young minds
Woodyard, however, realizes he will face a strong
with political connections receive semesterly tuition
backlash from both Republicans and Democrats.
waivers.
'Tm not optimistic about getting passage on this,"
According to state legislators, however. those
Woodyard said . ''I'll have just as much opposition
scholarships are offered only to students who "fall
from my own party as with the Democrats."
between the cracks" or have "tough family situations."
He Is right.
It is quickly becoming a costly problem to officials
One of Woodyard's biggest roadblocks will be State
in the higher education system, though, as General
Rep. Mike Weaver, R-Ashmore, who claims the scholAssembly scholarships take more than $4.5 million
arships truly help students on the lower rung of the
away from llJinols public universities each year.
class system.
But legislators will tell you that the scholarships are
"We bend over backwards to reach students who
more necessary than financially deprived students'
fall between the cracks, " Weaver said. "We try to help
next breath. Who are these scholarships really going
people with financial difficulties and tough family sltuto, though?
ations. I have my doubts if the bill passes. "
Well, right here at Eastern, the university ls cornIf these scholarships really were that helpful - and
pounding the problem by offering tuition waivers to
limited to students who really can't attend a college
the executive staff of Student Government. That
without them - then there would be no need for the
means all of the pathetic attempts at lobbying, pipe
vast majority of other scholarships in Illinois.
dreams of a diverse campus and constant bickering
As long as the scholarships are not being used conare rewarded with tuition waivers.
structively, the General Assembly is wasting more
John Flynn, director of Eastern's financial aid, said
than $225,000 a year.
156 students here used General Assembly scholarGeneral Assembly scholarships are supposed to
ships during the 1993-94 school year, sucking away
give students who have the potential but not the
more than $225,000 from what would have been
financial means to get their shot on a college can1pus.
tuition income.
However, as it stands right now, it gives rich kids
The fuzzy logic behind offering these waivers is the
the chance to gain political connections in Springfield
Student Government executives will represent the
so their politically savvy daddies can be proud of
university, constantly stating Eastern's case and evenjunior.
tually making up that money in state-appropriated
funding .
- Adam McHugh is editorial page editor and a regYeah, right.
ular colurnnist for The DaDy Eastem News.

Salon represents
bigger problem
within race relations
Dear editor:
This letter is written in response
to the Jan. 11 letter regarding the
beauty salon/barber shop geared
toward minorities (blacks) that will
be built in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
I don't mean to be stereotypical
of whites (majority) , however, I do
believe that whites are jealous that
blacks are getting a salon/ barber
shop on campus within the Union
because they didn't get their salons
on campus first.
It's not like whites didn't have a
place to go to get their hair done or
cut. I can put Asians, Native
Americans and Hispanics in this category too since they have the same
kind of hair and tastes as whites.
In order for blacks to get their
hair done or cut, we must go on a
one or two-hour drive to Chicago,

Your turn
Champaign, Decatur, Springfield
and Terre Haute. Or, blacks have to
find other students to cut or do
their hair.
Blacks who are native to
Charleston have the same problem.
Yes, everyone deserves equal opportunities and services, but whites
and anyone else with naturally
straight hair are upset because their
golden rule - "We're the majority,
so we look after our own first, then
everyone else comes afterward" has been upset.
I look at it this way: Whenever
blacks fight for their rights, whites
feel their system of things is threatened and that someone else outside the white race is better.
I'm sorry if I put whites, Asians,
Hispanics and Native Americans
down, but I'm writing to uphold the
black race and the privileges we deserve. People with naturally straight

hair have - and have had - a place
to go to get their hair done. Now,
as African Americans, we want
ours.
Ryan Hardin-Lorde

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning any local, state, national or
international issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed ,
the name of the author, in addition
to tl1e author's address and telephone number, must be included.
If necessary, letters will be edited
according to length and space at
the discretion of the edit page editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed .
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
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Republicans promise
bills to revamp welfare
SPRINGFIELD (AP) Tanjila Readus knows the
welfare system from the
inside: She has been a part of
it for roughly 15 years.
A mother of four children,
she now works full time as a
case worker at a nonprofit
social service center about a
mile from the Capitol, making too much for cash benefits
but still qualifying for food
stamps and Medicaid.
The Legislature's newly
installed Republican majority
has promised to put bills
revamping welfare on the
governor's desk within 60
days as part of its fast-track
Illinois Agenda. Many GOP
lawmakers say a system
intended as a safety net has
become a way of life.
But Readus says some people need more time to bounce
back than others.
"Nobody is able to do everything in the same time frame
as everyone else. It depends
on the educational back-

=
•
.......-..!.,..._.
-

"'l···-.m~
m

ground or the social background or on the family background," she said.
This week, a Senate committee plans to take up a
package that resurrects components of last year's Senate
welfare plan , while adding
new proposals from Republican Gov. Jim Edgar.
The new version would
give the state tougher ways to
collect child support from
deadbeat parents and require
teen-age welfare recipients to
live with a responsible adult,
officials said.
It also calls for time-limited
cash benefits for families with
children 13 and older and
ending cash grants for children born to welfare mothers.
"Our basic philosophy is
that the system has failed. A
whole new redirection needs
to take place, " said Senate
Assistant Majority Leader
Frank Watson, R-Greenville.
"Responsibility is going to
become part of life again, and

that includes welfare ," he
said.
Sharron Matthews, executive director of the Chicagobased Public Welfare Coalition, fears that "poor-people
bashing" is driving the legislation.
"It doesn't make sense if
someone is trying to get their
lives together and they get
pregnant to penalize their
child by denying them a cash
benefit" she said.
"It's more of a policy question ," said Mark Gordon,
spokesman for Senate President James "Pate" Philip.
"Do we have an incentive for
people to have those children
when they can't afford those
children? Or do we say you
have to plan just like everyone else?"
Matthews also said teenagers could be shortchanged
if lawmakers require their
parents to leave home and
find work to keep their benefits.
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LUNCH SPECIALS
•

Bar-B-Que chicken
sandwich on kais er roll
w/cup of soup or salad
• Ham and beans with
corn muffin
• Canadian bacon and
cheese omelette, muffin
and choice of fruit or
salad
EVENING SPECIALS
MON.- SAT. AFfER 5PM

• Ch icken mozzarella,
sa lad, and garlic
bread
GREAT BREAKFASTS
EVERY MORN ING!

409 7th St.• 345-7427
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Edgar pushes for
charter schools
SPR INGFIELD (AP) - further regulations.
The state's ailing public eduThe beauty of charter
cation system has many schools , supporters say, is
problems and nearly as that they can take any form.
Rep. Douglas Hoeft , Rmany proposed solutions, but
being hotly debated nowa- Elgin, envisions a school
d ays is a plan to establish where potential dropouts
schools that are free of many spend three hours learning
government regulations.
the basics before they go to
So-called charter schools wor k , earning high school
have been on the agenda for credit. That could never hapyears, but Gov. Jim Edgar ls pen now because students
renewing his push to estab- must attend class at least
lish at least 45 of them, now five hours a day, learn specifthat the Republicans control ic subjects and be supervised
both the House and Senate.
by a teacher at all times.
"This will encour age
The charter schools would
be free from the hundreds of experimentation. Schools can
regulations governing, for be designed to suit the needs
example, curriculum and cal- of a certain community,"
endar. T h e only rules: no Hoeft said.
tuition, no religion, no disThe schools will be paid
crimination. Chicago, the col- for by public dollars , but
lar counties and downstate anyone can start a program
- businesses , universities,
would get 15 schools each.
Republican spokesmen for museums, parents. The conthe H ouse and Senate say cept excites some lawmakthey expect some form of ers, but worries some profescharter school legislation to sionals.
be passed this spring.
"People will be setting up
Lawmakers also are con- schools the way the little
sidering eliminating some rascals put on a show," said
mandates for all public J oe Broadway, a lobbyist for
schools and permitting indi- the
Illinois
Regional
vidual schools to be free of Superintendents.

Tax cuts en vogue
Politicians slashing
to gain voter support
WASHINGTON (AP) - Tax- ed ," Gephardt said. "It's inslashing fever has gripped sane."
So, even before Congress
the nation's capital.
Republicans and Demo- votes on this year's tax cuts,
crats are falling over each Gephardt and other senior
other to offer voters appealing lawmakers are gearing up for
packages with a list of benefi- what's likely to be a threeciaries ranging from people year debate over how to radiwith home offices to families cally transform the way
with children in college.
Americans are taxed.
H ouse Republicans have
House Majority Leader
more than a dozen tax breaks Dick Armey, R-Texas; Senate
in their "Contract With Amer- Budget Committee Chairman
ica." President Clinton has Pete Domenici, R-N.M .. and
countered with his Middle- Gephardt each have longClass Bill of Rights. House term reform plans.
Minority Leader Dick GepArmey proposes a flat
hardt, D-Mo., and Sen. Phil tax of 17 percent, exempting
Gramm, R-Texas, a lso have a certain amount of wage and
tax-reduction proposals.
salary income and all unBut even some advocates of earned income such as interthe competing plans ac- est, dividends and capital
knowledge what's really need- gains.
Gephardt's "fair and simed is not a hodgepodge of new
credits and exemptions but a ple" tax, which he is still polsweeping overhaul of the con- ishing, resembles Armey's.
voluted tax code.
However, it includes un"We set up a tax break and earned income. It allows most
people all run to that. And Americans to pay at a 10 perthen we worry somebody's cent or 11 percent rate, but
going to abuse it. And then imposes higher rates on the
we make it more complicat- richest 20 percent.

Spring Break Savings!!
Round Trip St. Louis to ...
Harlingen $158.00 Phoenix $217.00

Round Trip Indianapolis to ...
Orlando $218.00 Daytona Beach $238.00
Tampa $218. 00 Panama City $278. 00
We have hotel add ons and wonderful charter flights to
Cancu n or Jamaica from St. Louis! They are Having Great
Cruise Only Specials on 3, 4, or 7-Day cruises sailing out
of either Miami or Port Canaveral. Space is very United.
Call for details Today!
Restrictions a p p ly.

CROSS COUNTY
T-R·A·V ·E·L

UB Human Potential Presents
A DESSERT THEATRE
Featuring a Musical Play by
mm
im·I

James Chapman

6:00 p.m.

Sunday, February 5th
Grand Ballroom
$3 Students
$ 5 General Public
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CLA SS I F I E D
ADV E RTI S IN G
P O LICY
The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTE R 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
~S_E_R_v_1c_E_s_O_F_F_E_R_E_o~I ~I__H_E_L_P_W_A_N_T_E_D_~I ~I_ _ _W_A_N_T_E_o_ _~I ~I_ _s u_B_L_E_s_so_R_s_~I ~I_ _F_o_R_R_E_NT_ _~
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over
$6 Billion in private sector
grants $ scholarships is now
available. All students are eligib le regardless of grades,
income, or parent's income.
Call
Student
Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F57382.
~~~~~~~~1/30
ADULT & NOVELTY TOYS ,
GAMES, and GIFTS for
VALENTINES and PARTY
PEOPLE are at GRAND BALL,
609SIXTH!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/10
TUXEDO RENTALS are only
$39.95 if ordered by 2128/95 at
GRAND BALL, 609 SIXTH. We
also design CUSTOM WEDDING GOWNS!

~--------2/10

BACK/NECK PAIN? Ors. Don &
Nancy Selvidge, Chiropractors,
Worthington
Center,
Charleston, 345-1190/ Mattoon
235-4664. Reduced fees for
E IU students/ employees/
dependents.
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assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

too high? Save Money. Call Bill
Hall 345-7023 or stop by HALL
INSURANCE, 1010 Lincoln.

DIRE C TORY
SERVICES OF FERED

~-----=~-:212

Group photos for 1995 Warbler
will be taken from Jan. 30 thru
Feb. 17. Call Student Pub at
2812 for Appt.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
T RAVEL
T RA I NI NG / SC H OOLS

---------~2/1

H EL P W ANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION
R IDES / R IDE RS
R OO MMATES
SU B LESSORS
FOR R ENT
FOR SALE
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCE M EN T S

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fishing Industry. Earn
to $3,00-$6,000+/month + benefits. Male/Female. No experience necessary (206) 5454155 ext. A57384.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30

~Daily

Programming position avail. 4
p.m.-9 p.m. $5 per hour to
assist with teaching individual
client goals. OT positions also
avail. FT or PT $5.30-5.50 per
hour. Apply in person 738 18th
St, Charleston. EOE.
~~~~~~~~~1 /31
COUNSELORS,
COACHES /ACTIVITY SPECIALISTS:
ALL
LAND
SPORTS ,
SWIMMING,
CANOEING, WATER SKIING,
CHALLENGE
ROPES
COURSE, TENNIS, GYMNASTICS, ROLLER HOCKEY,
CERAMICS,
DANCE,
RADIONIDEO, PHOTOGRAPHY positions for spirited upper
classmen
at
CAMP
STARLIGHT, a leading coed
camp in Pocono Mts. of PA.
Warm, friendly atmosphere;
extensive facilities. 6/22 thru
8/20. Field work/internships
upon request. For application
and on campus interview, call
(516) 599-5239 or write: 18
Clinton St., Malverne, NY
11565.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/1
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Seasonal & full-time employment available at National
Parks, Forests $ Wildlife
Preserves. Benefits + bonuses!
Apply now for best positions.
Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext.
N57383.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30

Distributors needed for exclusive line of cosmetics and fragrances. Quick income and
long term opportunity available.
Call Lynn at 348-8480.

3 Bdrm. Apt. for summer '95.
$645 + util. Furnished. Call
345-5599.
~~-----~1/31
2 sublessors needed. Royal
Hts. Avail. anytime. 345-4612.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/31

AD OPTION

Sublessor needed ASAP. 1 bdr.
$325/mo. all bills pd. Call 3480860.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30
Female sublessor needed for
Spring ·95_ $175/mo. If interested, call Michelle at 345-4073.
217

Young, financially secure couple seeks to adopt healthy
infant. Married 7 years living in
rural community. Call Debbie
Cobb, Attorney, collect 618692-6300.
Reference
Brad/Danielle.
_ _ _ _ _1/23,30,2/6,14

ROOMMATES

---------~2/1

Females to share apartment
with other females for summer.
Dave 234-4831
~--~-----2/10
Big, spacious house needs 2
roommates for 95'-96' school
year.
Own
bedroom.
Affordable. Call 348-8941.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30

Newly Remodeled Apartment,
practically
on
campus.
Available
Now.
Price
Negotiable. Call Carrie at 5818039.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/3

SUB LESSO RS

One bedroom avail. now furnished. Dishwasher and garbage
disposal, call 345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/9

FOR R ENT

Sublessors needed for summer
'95. Great house, right off of
campus, across from Park
Place. Call 345-5551.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone:

Student

D

Yes D No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ad to read:

PLEASE NOTE: campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-orofit campus oraanizational event All Clips Should be submitted to
Tile Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.} Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips Will be taken by phone. Any Clip hat is
illegible or contains connicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

ACROSS
1 Came up

a Good farm soil
10 Son of Seth
14 1981 John
Lennon hit
15 Formerly
1e Songbird
17 " Blithe Spirit"
playwright
19 Wearing-out
point for pants
20 Creek
21 Tidy
23 Vintage
24 Fr. ladies
26 Toboggans
28 Fondle
31 "No t guilty,"
e.g.

33 Stow in a ship's
hold
36 - - bomb
38 Miss Cinders of
early comi cs
40 Spy w ork, for
short
41 Songs sung
from house to
house
44 Succinct
45 Looped handle
46 Within: Prefix
47 Kind of hammer
49 Texas p ioneer
Houston et al.
51 - - es Salaam
52 Midnights'
counterparts
54 "Alice" d iner
56 Pussy

Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only} _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad_ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

58 Tie fa bric
&0 Lariats

64 Sills solo
S6 Seasonal

worker
68 Bridge feat

&9 Heinz number.
to Ovid?
70 Happening
71 "O - - Nig ht"
72 Town near
Padua
73 Schmoes

DOWN
1 Bristles
2 Cheer (for)
3 Hebrew dry
measure
4 City of witch
hunts
s Pitch tents
6 Temperature
extreme
7 - - even keel
a Lots of lots
9 Military awards

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
0 Credit

10 Antlered animal
11 Not much time
12 Pitcher
Hershiser
13 Calendar la
Variety
18 Eggs-andcheese dish
22 Aquarium fish
25 1965 march site
27 Lawn mower
brand

0 Check

Check number_ _ _ _ __

a

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

Puzzle by Sidney L Rol>l>ln&

28 Agreements
29 Miss Barrymore
30 Like a ,
downpour
32 Astronaut
Shepard et al.
34 Upper - (now Burk ina
Faso)
35 TV newsman
David
37 Err
39 State of India
42 uites

43 Minolta. e.g .
48 Isolate

50 Cut
53 Serbs and
Croats
ssRound of
cheers
sa Neither check
nor charge

IMONDAY
P.M. WTW0 -2
6: 00 Wheel of Fortune
6: 30 Cops
7 :00 Fresh Prince
7 :30 Movie Pretty
8 :00 Woman
8: 30
9:00
9:30
1 0 :00 News
J~ Leoo (10:35)
10:30

s

ALPHA PHI OMEGA Service fraternity is having an Actives meeting at
6:30pm in the Sullivan Room, MLK Union.
THE LESBIAN, GAY, Bisexual, & Allies Union is having a General
meeting at 7pm in Coleman Room 228. Discussion topic after the meeting.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Liturgy Preparation for Weekend
Masses Monday at ?pm at the Newman Center.

Career opp. for PT Physical Rehab Aide for the 3-11 shift. Must
be organized and dependable.
Exper. preferred but will train the
right person. Apply in person 738
18th St., Charleston. EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/31

Eastern News

Dorm size refrigerators and
microwaves for rent Call 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/1
Fall '95. 1 bedroom apartments, 2 people $195 each. 1
person $350. All utilities included. Quiet, mature person.
References required. 3456759. If no answer, leave a
message.
~---~~~~-5/1
Now leasing for 1995-96 school
year. 1 and 2 bedroom furnished or unfurnished. 10 or 12
month lease. Water and trash
paid. No pets. 947 4th St. Call
348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

CAM PUS CLIP

H ELP WANT ED

Classified Ad Form

no. wordsfdays
Payment:
O cash

s
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~
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own room. Close to EIU. Share
with one male. Rent is very
negotiable! Call me (Chris),
(309)888 -9360 or Erin, 5812295.

Nice-close to campus furnished
houses for 1995-96 school
year. 12 month lease, $195/mo.
Call 345-3148 evenings.
.~~-~-~~~~5/1
Now leasing, 1995-96 school
year. Two-bedroom furnished
apartments. McArthur Manor
Apartment, 913-917 Fourth St.
345-2231 Monday-Friday, 8-5.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Women Only- Rooms for Rent
in large house. Very clean. 1
block from union. All sem avail.
The house - 345-5692. Pat
Novak
(708)
___
_ 789-3772.
_ _ _ _ _217

57 Singer Guthrie
59 Make stocki ngs
61 Far East weight
62 Polly, to Tom
63 Fast p lanes
65 1948song
· once in Love
With - -"
67 Come out even

JANUARY 30
WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Wheel of Fortune
American Music
Awards

SportsCenter
Wings
Colege BasketbaR Wings

The Nanny
Dave'sWOl1<l

Murder.
She Wrote

Murphy Brown
Cybil
1,.;mcago Hope
rcews
DaVid (10:35)

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

Love Connection
Jeflersons
Movie: Tron

MacNeil, Lehrer

Designing Women
Designing Women

Roseanne
Roseanne

Be)Qld2000

Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

...Boss?
.. Boss?

Future Quest

unsolved
Myst

Cops

Natural WOOd

Little House on
llle Prairie

Matlock

American Cinema

Movie:Oo 'rtJu Know

Murder in Mind

St Elsewhere

Deep
Space Nine

Monsler.A Ptt1ra~ of

News
Panlller Country

1,.;ops
Cops

Namrai vvona

WWFWrestting

Tile Muffin Man?
1eKwar
rcews
Married...

SportsCenter

vvmgs
Wings

News
Nlgm WUll
Sinon & Simon

uuvu Netg11uurs

Movie

unSOm:u
Mysteries

stalin in Blood

1ra1s1oe
Movie

MOVle l'eITy
Mason

MON

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR RENT

II

Now leasing for 1995-96 school
year. Extra large 2 bedroom, 1
112 bathroom. Furnished apartment. Trash paid. Free laundry
facility. Large walk-in closets.
12 month lease. No pets. 1017
Woodlawn. Call 348-7746.

Leasing 95-96: 4 Bdrm. house,
group of 4 , 10 mo lease,
$195.00 pp_ mo. 3 Blks from
campus. Call after 5pm. 3455518.

-~-~-----~2/1

Morton Park Apartments leasing for fall furnished 2-bedroom
$210 each for 2, $165 each for
3. Charleston's best value.
Girls only_ 348-0288.

_________V1

2,3,4 Bedroom houses, 3/4 persons. 2 bedroom Apartment.
Close to campus. 348-5032.

~~~----~·V20

For 95-96: Very nice efficiency
apt., $325, includes gas, electric, water, trash, furn., 10
month lease. 345-4185.
~~~~--~~-212
For 95-96: Large 3 bdrm, 2
bath apt for group of 4 or 5.
$225 ea. for 4, $200 ea. for 5.
Includes gas, electric, trash,
water, turn., 10 month lease!
345-4185.

--------~212

For 95-96 1 bdrm apt. $375,
includes gas, electric, water,
trash , furnished, 10 month
lease. 345-4185.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _212

F OR SALE
DACHSTEIN V1 FEM. SKI
BOOTS WITH CASE SIZE 8
1/2, BRAND NEW (ONE SEASON). US $120.00. TATIANA
WOLFF- 2174.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31

II

92 Camaro, 25th Ann Ed, Air,
AM/FM Stereo. T-tops, new
tires, teal. 345-7288 AFT
6pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/31

L OST AND F OUND

~--------5/1

Two bedrooms for 3 or 4 pe0ple avail. Fall ·95_ Furnished,
dishwasher, garbage disposal,
laundry facilities. Call 3452363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

FOR SALE

Found 2 keys in Buzzard
Parking lot. Identify to daim at
the Daily Eastern News office,
127 Buzzard.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/31

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CASH
FOR
COLLEGE.
900,000 GRANTS AVAILABLE.
NO REPAYMENTS , EVER.
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 1
800 243 2435.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING
BREAK! Break away to the
hottest action in Florida where
guys meet girls! New motel on
the ocean, AAA-rated, beach
volley ball, free MTV. Pool and
wet bar open 24 hours. Don't
be left out of this Special
Promotion- Call 1-800-6820919.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
V15
Remember "Mid-Night Caller"
then check this one out! 1-900725-6000 ext 5279. $3.99
per/min. Must be 18 years.
Procall
Co._(602)954-7420.
___
_ _ _ _ _.218

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Best Gourmet Burgers and
Pasta in Town. Rosie's
Restaurant, 348-8055. We
Deliver Daily Specials - Wow.

~~-------·V1
ESA Congratulations to the
KAPPA pledge class on going
Active and to the new pledge
class the LAMBDAS.
1/30

Sculptured Acrylic Nails! Now
only $25.00. Call anytime. 3454513.

VB

O
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OVER WHERE'S OUR HAIR?
YITB
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30

Hey Sig Ep Little Man's B-ball
team, Congratulations on your
BIG WIN Thursday Night. Keep
playing strong. Love the Mrs.
1/30

When your
moneys'
running out,
and the rent
is coming due ...
Sell your stuff
in TheNews'
Classifieds!

RUSH PARTY- tonight 6-8 at
1505 1st St. For rides and info
call Jason:348-1451. BECOME
A MEMBER OF PHI DELT'S
FIRST CHARTER PLEDGE
CLASS AT EIU!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30

THEY WILL
WORK FOR
YOU!!
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we're all about. You' re invited
to our Greek Court home this
Wed & Thurs at 7:00 p m
~~~~~~--1/30
JASON BONDS: Happy 21st
birthday to a great hubby! Drink
one for me! Tau Love, Carrie.

-~-------1/30

Timmy- What do I have to do to
get your autograph too? P.S.
Told you I would!

~------~1/30
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Group Photos for the Warbler
are ready to be taken Get your
group together and call Student
Pub. for Appt. #2812.
- - - - - - - - =:2/1
Alpha Sigma Alpha's INFORMAL RUSH is February 1st &
2nd at 7:00 pm_ Call Tracy at
6511 for rides & information.
1/31
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CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM
$91 PER PERSON PER WEEK
FREE INFO 1-800-488-8828.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.V27

Co
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Calvin and Hobbes
,.,

by Bill Watterson

DON'T PASS BY
THIS DEAL!

mTWO SE.Cot-IDS, £'1/ERi l<.ID
1\\1 rn£ l\JNC\\R<XW\ IS <;0\1-\G
TO WI':)\.\ llf. 'fJ THO\JG\.\ t Of
P\JIT\l% SNOW I~ ~15 n\E~t<\05

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
Jl.ETGIVE
l15 THR/ie
MINUTES!

/Ala,l, I
RffAPA/.QT
OfHARU-

five, TOPS!

CXJIN'3. 7He.
fJRIJG~

/

Pa/VEl<S
7HeM ...
\

*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: - - - - - -

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - -

Doonesbury
TJ-iANK'?
fOR7Hlf.
~'

Message: (one word per line)

/?OLANP. ..
\

Person accepting ad - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ __
No. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Panthers _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• From Page 12

Threes _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
t From Page 12
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Youngstown St. 7 4 EASTERN 72
three ," head coach Rick
FG
FT Reb A TP Youngstwn FG
FT Reb A TP
Samuels said. "They went to Panthers
Hernandez 1·3
3
8 8 6 King
4-12 4·7 7 1 12
the zone and we had some pret- Frankford 1·4 0.01 7
·
O 2 McMurray 0-2
Q.O 1
1 0
ty good shots - they just didn't Landrus
7·13
5·7 5 4 24 Simmons 8-16 3-5 7 0 19
Jordan
6-12
5·9 7 3 20 Raber
go down."
5-6
0-2 5 2 12
The Panthers also tied a Odumuyiwa 1·2 0-0 0 1 2 Smith
6-19 1-3 7 1 15
1·4
0-0 0 0
3 Morgan
1-1
0-0 0 1 3
school record by attempting 29 Comer
Moore
4·11
threes, something Samuels Slaughter 1·2 2·2 4 2 13 Henderson 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
0-0 2 0 2 Easter
4-6
3-4 5 3 11
said may have attributed to the
Green
1-1
0-0 0 1 2
loss.
Totals
22-51 15-25 38 18 72
"It takes away completely
.
Totals
29-6311-21 30 10 74
any inside action at all because Halft1me: Eastern 43, Youngstown 37.
field goals: Eastern 13-29, (Jordan 3-8, Frankford Q.2, Hernandez 1·
when we shoot the three, we Three-point
2, Landrus 5-9, Comer 1·3, Moore 3-5), Youngstown 5-5 (Raber 2-2, Smith 2-2,
don't have anybody go to the Morgan 1-1); Fouled out: Eastern - none, Youngstown - none; Turnovers:
glass."
Eastern- 1 2, Youngstown- 7.
Eastern was outrebounded
by just one board as the State where he suffered a Panthers.
Penguins held a 39-38 rebound- stress fracture in his foot, came
"It's hard to swallow but who
ing edge. But the Panthers' off the bench and played 18 knows, next game it could be
leading rebounder was guard minutes.
the other way around," Jordan
Johnny Hernandez, who pulled
But according to Samuels, said.
down eight.
Freshman forward Eric
the pain was still there and
Samuels said the lack of Slaughter (two points) asked to Frankford had only two points
height hurt more on the offen- be taken out.
in the game but he did tie a
sive side where there is no
Eastern was led by senior school record by blocking five
longer a "go-to guy."
guard Derrick Landrus (24 shots. Frankford now has 39
"There is really not what I points) and senior forward blocks this season and is just
would consider a great post-up Jordan (20 points) , who both five short of the season-record
scorer on our team right now," had good shooting nights. 44 blocks by Kevin Duckworth
Samuels said. "And when we Landrus hit on 7of13 shots (54 in the 1985-86 season.
penetrate, we didn't find that percent) and 5-for-9 from
Eastern tries again tonight
good things happened to us for beyond the arc while Jordan to break a four-game conferthe most part."
was 6 of 12 from the floor.
ence losing streak when it
Slaughter, who hadn't played
Sophomore J ohnny Moore hosts Buffalo at 7:35 in Lantz
since a Jan. 16 loss at Troy chipped in 13 points for the Gym.

their biggest lead of the game
at 63-46 - a 17-point advantage
with 14:40 remaining in the
game.
Then something unexpected
happened.
After Landrus' three, four
different Panthers tried to connect on long-distance shooting.
But for that 5-minute span, the
power in Eastern's offense
went out.
J ordan first tried a three.
Nothing. Then forward Kurt
Comer attempted a three.
Same result.
Even 6-foot-9 center Eric
Frankford tossed up an
attempt. Still, the result was
the same.
After two more misses by
Jordan and another Landrus
attempt, Jordan finally hit a
three from the right of the circle. The drought had ended,
but the damage was done.
Youngstown (12-4, 5-3) not
only whittled the Eastern lead

The Daily Eastern New s

down to 68-60, but the
Penguins now had a tremendous amount of momentum
with eight minutes left in the
game.
"There's a stretch where you
live by the three, you die by the
three," said head coach Rick
Samuels. "Youngstown was
more confident on defense, they
extended their foot a little farther."
In the final eight minutes,
the Panthers were O-for-4 on
three-pointers, including a
Landrus attempt that rimmed
out which would have given
Eastern a 75-73 lead with 36
seconds remaining.
With their next game
against another tough conference opponent in Buffalo ,
Jordan realizes that the team
must put this game behind
them and focus on the next
opponent.
"This is a tough loss," Jordan
said. "We've just got to try to
put it in the back of our heads.''

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Eastern vs. Buffalo
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HAIRBENDERS II
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348-8282

Serving Charleston & Eastern Illinois University

426 W. Lincoln
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1 One Large
98
Italian
- I
T O nTe 10".
I
I Perfect
Sausage Pizza
I
WO oppings
I
or
I
& One order of
I
Two Large~
I
Breadsticks
I
I Perfect ltaha"'1
$
9
5
I Sausage Pizzas
I
I
Additional toppings 95t each.
I
I
Not valid w ith any othe coupon.
I
I Valid
only at partlclwttng stores.

$6

1198

7

·~ -------------L

(8-9, 3-5)

"Expfres 2/5/95

I

Expires 2/ 5/ 95

.J

(11-6, 6-3)

Ti poff
• 7:35 p.m. at Lantz Gym

•

Radio/TV

• WEIU-FM radio, 7:35 p.m.
• WEIU-1V. tape delay, 10 p.m.
Last meeting
• First meeting
Inside the numbers

• Buffalo dropped a nailbiter,
64-63 at Valparaiso on Saturday, to fall into second place in
the league.
Player to watch
• Royal forward Kelvin Robinson entered Saturday's contest leading the Mid-Con in
rebounding, averaging 10. l a
game.

GRADES ARE LOW

HOMEWORK'S LATE

YOUR BIKE GETS STOLEN

YOU LOSE YOUR DATE.

ACNE'S
BAD?
YOUR ROOM IS TRASHED

SOMEONE JUST TOLD YOU
YA AIN'T GOT NO CLASS.

MONEY'S SHORT

YOU CAN'T ADMIT IT

The Minority Affairs Office
would like to congratulate the following individuals for

achieving academic excellence fall semester.
3.8 & Above
Yolanda Bailey

3.5 - 3.79
Patricia Salinas
Clarence Searcy IV
Charmaine Shirley

ON YOUR FACE!
WE'LL HELP YOU BACK
IN
THAT
RACE!
'CAUSE ONE GOURMET SUB
OR A YUMMY GOOD CLUB
CAN EVEN PUT A CHANGE

ON YOUR SOUR MUG!

IMMY _JOHN'S®
OURMET
SUBS
"WE'LL BRING 'EM TO YA"

3.25 - 3.49
]amila Martin
Alveste Taylor

3.0 - 3.24
Adrian Batista
Ralph Guerrier
Tawanda Lawrence

YOUR POP WILL THINK
YOU'RE A SPEND THRIFT IDGIT.
WE'LL PUT THAT SMILE

Wilonda Cannon
Joseph Almanza
Regina Smith

345-1075

YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S
'COPl'llca'lll92JDIMTJOllH'Smc
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Sunday split for wrestlers ~;=i
By JOHN COX
Staff writer

Eastern's triangular
meet Sunday night was like
night and day.
First the Panthers wrestled Chicago State. Result:
48-0 Eastern.
To finish off the meet,
the Panthers faced nationally ranked Indiana University. Result: 40-4 Hoosiers.
"That's the top 15 team
in the country," coach Ralph
Mccausland said. "We had
them one -on-one. This
should be expected as a
challenge and I didn't see
(our guys) expecting the
challenge."
Very few things went
right for the Panthers when
they faced Indiana. Tim Fix
(167 pounds) wrestled back
from five points down and
forced the match into overtime, but lost it in the first
20 seconds of overtime.
"(Fix) relaxed early and
had to play catch-up down
five," Mccausland said. "We
didn't force the issue on
many of these matches."

Heavyweight Pete Kozlow also had his match in
hand, but with the match
tied at two and 10 seconds
left in regulation, Kozlow
was taken down.
"Indiana was going for
the takedown, we were
going for OT," Mccausland
said."Everyone puts the singlet on the same way. They
just beat us mentally. "
Eirik Gustafson was the
only bright spot against
Indiana. Gustafson was
down 3-2 with 20 seconds
left in the second period
when he escaped and
turned a deficit into a 7 -3
lead . Gustafson would go on
to win 16-7 , tallying Eastern ' s only four points
against the powerful Hoosiers.
"Gus was ready to wrestle, he was one of the few, "
Mccausland said. "I didn't
see the fight in us in the IU
match.
And the fight wasn't very
evident in the Chicago
State matches either.
After the Cougars forfeited at 118 and 126, Adam
Zayed wrestled his cousin

~

i

• Balconies & patios • Central air
•Apt. for 2,3, or 4 people
• Reasonable utilities
• Furnished
• 24-Hour maintenance
• Laundry facilities
•Free off street parking
•Swimming pool & sun deck

!=_

I
I
•

LARGE

SMALL

$7.95

$5.95

8:30 or nine in the morning. At that point,
we decided it wasn't worth going."
Padovan said that he didn't just make
The fear of ice normally isn't a worry the decision to cancel on the basis of
for indoor swimming meets.
assumption. He experienced the effects of
But the Panther swimming squads, the ice immediately when he waled out
having to travel to Valparaiso for a his door.
Saturday afternoon meet against the
"When I walked down my driveway, and
Crusaders, were faced with reality of hav- slid on a patch of ice all the way down it, I
ing to travel in dangerous morning driv- knew there was a problem," he said. "That
ing conditions of ice, snow and rain.
ice really scared me. It was kind of a foreIn addition, the team would be trave1- sight and hindsight thing."
ing in four separate vans. So coach Ray
The cancellation of the meet, however,
Padovan was forced to make a decision of wasn't a total loss. Padovan said that both
chancing the roads or canceling the meet. squads returned to Lantz and had a norPadovan chose the safer, 1ess slippery mal practice. As for rescheduling the meet
route. They stayed home.
for this season, Padovan doesn't see it
"It would have been different if we had happening.
one individual bus," Padovan said. "But
"We probably won't reschedule this one
it's a budgetary thing. Vans are simply because we only have two weekends left
cheaper in nice weather. But this wasn't in our dual regular season schedule," he
nice weather.
said . "We'll just owe them a meet next
"There was predicted snow and rain all season.
the way to Kankakee," he said. "Then
"It was a meet we wanted to go to. But
there was more snow predicted from this usually happens at least once during
there, into Indiana. We had to take off at a season."

By ANTHONY NASELLA

Environmental mosquito management and aquatic weed contrnl
contractor is now hiring field personnel for 110 seasonal positions
beginning in May. Flexibility to work day and night crews and
excellent driving record required. Company paid training. Must
pass state licensing exam to apply pesticides.
For more infonnation, stop in and see us ...

Wednesday, February 1, 1995
Career Fair
Martin Luther King, Jr. Union

9:30 a.m. • 2:30 p.m.

--~
-

CLARKE ENVIRONMENTAL
MOSQUITO MANAGEMENT, INC.
159 N. G arden Ave. • P.O. B ox 72288

Roselle, Illinois 60172
CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-942-2555(ILONLY)1-800-323-5727 (OUTSIDE IL)
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(Not Avail., 5-2)

Ti p o ff
• 5:15 p.m. at Lantz Gym
Last me eting
• First meeting
Ins ide t h e numbers

• Royals are the defending
East Coast Conference
champs, compiling a 20-9
record a year ago.
Player to watch
• Eastern point guard Nicky
Polka is coming off arguably
her best performance of the
season against Youngstown
State, scoring 25 points and
collecting seven assists.
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Women _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Eastern vs. Buffalo

Plus Bonus
Incentives

DAY & NIGHT CREWS

Staff writer

• From Page 12
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Poor travel conditions keep Eastern on ice

offense came together."
The Lady Panthers ' defense , which has been a constant all season, held the
Lady Pens to 31.9 percent
shooting (23 of 72) and
forced 20 turnovers. Eastern also held Youngstown,
a team that is accustomed
to averaging 71 points per
game, to well below its average.
"The defense won the
game," Klein said. "We
played great defense. We
held them to 53 points. We
only average 61 points per
game. If we would have had
a typical offensive outing tonight . we still would have
won the game because our
defense was there. As long
as our defense is there ,
we're going to be in every
game."

1.:,i=~;?·'.

Now leasing for 95-96

.
:
on his father's side.
i
iiiii
"He called me last night
and told me he was going to
wrestle at 134," Zayed said. i
iiiii
"I was shocked. H e's two
years older than me and
I've always looked up to the
guy."
Zayed was losing the
family feud 3-1 going into
(Across from Carman Hall)
i.,i~.=~i: ·
the third period, but man- ~.i
22
19
S.9th
St.
#17
345-6000
:
aged take the match 5-4.
Andrew Siebert and Pete 'll!i!ii.l!i!i!i!i!iii!i!i!i!i!i!ii!i!i!i!i!iim!i!i!i!i!ii!i!i!i!i!i!i!ii!i!i!i!i!iii!i!i!i!i!i!ii!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!iiim.i!i!i!i!ii!i!i!i!i!iiimiii.i
Kozlow each pinned their
opponents
while
Pat
Marsaglia and Erik Murry
both won match terminations, winning by 15 points
or more.
David Pena (118 pounds)
didn't wrestle at all Sunday
·········r·······················································
as the Cougars forfeited at
118, and Mccausland
thought better of letting
SINGLE INGREDIENT
SINGLE INGREDIENT
Pena wrestle when he is
PIZZA & QT. OF COKE
PIZZA & QT. OF COKE
still having problems with
an inflamed shoulder.
"It wasn't worth it. The
EXP. 1130/95
match he's got Friday
EXP. 1130/ 95
(against Northern Il linois
University) is much more
crucial," Mccausland said.
That match will likely
decide if Pena will be seedFIELD POSITIONS
ed first in regionals.
AND
INTERNSHIPS

Swim teams get frozen out

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

··-···-··•-•\~

GREAT APARTMENTS

.

Chicago State, IU give Eastern different results

11

l Epa-.i; ;.ill ..iUm
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. _ !!:; j i ilm*l:l
EASTERN 82, YOUNGSTOWN 53
Youngstown St. (53)
Mccombs 6-12 1-2 13, Hauger 716 2-2 19, Martin 1-9 0-0 2,
Ferraro 1-6 0-0 2, Cook 1-2 0-1 2,
Allen 2-111-3 5, Cepin 1-2 0-0 2,
Echelberry 2-9 0-1 4, Jones 2-5 00 4, Kelley 0-0 0-0 0, Bowles 0-0
0-00
Totals 2 3-72 4 -9 53.
Eastern (82)
Probst 2-4 1-1 5, Garbova 7-19 0-1
15. Lee 2-49-1013, Polka 8-13 66 25, Green 1-4 2-4 4, Laska 0-0
3-4 3, Frazier 4-7 1-3 9, Eades 1-2
0-0 2, Beck 3-4 0-0 6, McCarty 00 0-0 0
Totals 28-57 2 2-29 82.

1
YNGSTWN. 27
EASTERN 37

2

F

26 - 53
45 - 82

Three-point goals: Eastern: 4-10
(Garbova 1-5, Polka 3-4, Green 01), Youngstown: 3-13 (Hauger 3-6,
Ferraro 0-4, Allen 0-3); Turnovers:
Eastern 14. Youngstown 20.
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49ers make return trip to glory
Another Super blowout as San Fran hammers Chargers
MIAMI (AP) - Steve Young simply
wanted to get out from under the shadow
of Joe Montana.
He did more than that Sunday. obliterating it with six touchdown passes as the
San Francisco 49ers overwhelmed San
Diego 49-26 to become the first team ever
to win five Super Bowls.
Young's six TD passes broke the Super
Bowl record of five set five years ago by
Montana, who led San Francisco to its
first four titles. Jerry Rice caught three of
them and Ricky Watters caught two more
and ran 9 yards for a th.lrd score.
'This is something you'll never forget,"
Rice told Young as the quarterback cradled the Vince Lombardi Trophy after the
game.

Young said: "You can't describe the feeling. That's why football is the ultimate
team game. When you get t here, you
share it with 50 other guys. It's geometric
- 50 times 50 - the elation you feel."
In a Super Bowl that was everything it
was supposed to be, a rout, the Niners
became the 11th straight NFC team to
win the NFL title.
Young, the unanimous MVP. finished
24-for-36 for 325 yards without an interception. He also was the game's leading
rusher with 49 yards on five carries before
leaving with 5:39 left.
"Whatever critics he may have had, he
proved tonight that he's one of the greatest quarterbacks of all time," 49ers coach
George Seifert said of Young.

Rice, who twice received intravenous
It took exactly 4 minutes and 55 seconds for San Francisco to demoraliz.e the fluids before the game for flu-like sympChargers, playing in the Super Bowl for toms and then played most of the game
the first time. Touchdown passes by with a slightly separated shoulder, caught
Young of 44 yards to Rice and 51 yards to 10 passes for 149 yards, and administered
the quick shock - splitting the San Diego
Watters did the triek.
The three TDs by Rice and Watters secondary for the first TD just 1:24 into
were another reminder of San Francisco's the game. He also caught second-half TD
offensive efficiency over the last 15 years. passes of 15 and 7 yards.
The only other players to score three
Like most teams in their first Super
touchdowns in a Super Bowl were both Bowl, San Diego dearly had the jitters.
The Chargers dropped passes, took
49ers - Rice in 1990 and Roger Craig in
1985.
silly penalties, missed tackles and generAnd the 131 points scored by San ally did what most AFC teams have done
Francisco in its three playoff games broke over the past 11 years - lose big.
"I don't know whether we were
yet another record held by the 1990 team,
which scored 126 in its three post-season awestruck or what," coach Bobby Ross
victories.
said.

Less than trey-mendous Lady hoops

team WiDS
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Late collapse
sends Panthers
to fourth straight
Mid-Con defeat

By JOHN BATES
Staff writer

By PAUL DEMPSEY
Associate sports editor

For the second game in a row,
Eastern's men's basketball team
tied a school record by hitting 13
three-pointers.
Unfortunately. it wasn't enough.
The Panthers let a 17-point second-half lead slip away as Youngstown State escaped Lantz Gym with
a 74-72 victory on Saturday night.
Forward Michael Slaughter tried
to tie the game with five seconds left
but his shot rimmed out and the
clock expired as both teams were
scrambling for the loose ball.
Eastern {8-9 overall, 3-5 in the
Mid-Continent Conference) led 4337 at the half and extended the lead
to 65-48 with 13 minutes, 38 seconds left to play in the game.
But then the Penguins {12-4 overall, 5-3 in the Mid-Con) went on a
12-0 run and, after a Louis Jordan
three-pointer, used an 8-0 run to tie
the game at 68.
After making 8 of 13 threes (61.5
percent) in the first half and their
first four attempts in the second, the
Panthers shot a grim l-for-12 from
three-point range the rest of the
J OHN COX /Staff photographer
way.
Panther
guard
Johnny
Moore
launches
one of Eastern 's 29 three"There's a stretch where if you
point
attempts
during
Saturday's
74-72
defeat
to Youngstown State
live by the three, you die by the

• See PANTHERS Page 10

at Lantz Gym. Eastern will be back in action tonight when the
University of Buffalo comes to town for a 7:35 p.m. tipoff

Threes fizzled in second half
By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

Eastem's assistant athletic director of marketing and development
Steve Rich saw eight of his threepoint promotional tee-shirts thrown
into the Lantz Gymnasium bleachers in the first half of Saturday's contest against Youngstown State.
But Rich didn't have to worry
about matching that number in the
second half, as 5-for-16 shooting from
beyond the arc - along with the
Panthers not scoring a basket for

over five minutes - enabled Youngs- assists.
Even going into the second half,
town State to capture a 74-72 conferthe Panthers' long-range shooting
ence victory.
Eastern {8-9 overall, 3-5 Mid- was still intact.
Continent Conference) shot a sizNineteen seconds into t he half,
zling 8-for-13 from three-point land junior guard Johnny Hernandez
in the first half - sophomore Johnny began the scoring with a three.
Moore was a perfect 3-for-3 and Senior guard Louis Jordan also
senior Derrick Landrus was 3-for-4. canned a three nearly three minutes
The DNO sharpshooters were a major later to extend Eastem's lead to 55reason the Panthers held a 43-37 44.
Landrus connected on his next
halftime advantage.
Moore had 13 points at the inter- two attempts from beyond the arc,
mission, while Landrus tallied 11 his second three giving the Panthers
points to complement his three
t See THREES Page 10

The Lady Panthers dimbed a little closer to the
Mid-Continent Conference's pole position by
defeating Youngstown State, one of the three teams
tied for first, 82-53 Saturday in Lantz Gym.
Eastern's 29-point victory gave them a 10-6
record (5-3 in conference) and dropped the Lady
Penguins to 8-8 overall and 6-2 in the conference.
Nicky Polka scored a career-high 25 and dished
out seven assists to lead the Lady Panthers to their
third straight victory.
"I was just feeling good tonight, I guess," Polka
said. "It was just one of those nights."
Polka sparked a 17-0 run midway through the
first half with three 3-pointers that put the Lady
Panthers up for good.
The rest of the Lady Panthers were feeling the
rhythm also as their offense produced their second
highest point total of the season. Their highest
offensive total was 83 in an overtime victory at St.
Louis.
Barbora Garbova scored 15 points, pulled down
10 rebounds and grabbed three steals, while Allison
Lee hit nine of 10 from the free-throw line to finish
with 13.
The Lady Panthers hit well from all angles,
shooting 49 percent from the field (40 percent from
three-point land) and 76 percent from the freethrow line {22 of 29).
"We got good shots and they fell," head coach
John Klein said. "We got some good shots against
Oral Roberts and they didn't fall at all. Tonight was
the first time all year that both the defense and the

• See WOMEN Page .11

PANTHER
Calendar
for the week of
Jan. 30-Feb.5
Mon. 7:35 p.m. Men's basketball Buffalo
Mon. 5:15 p.m. Women's basketball Buffalo
A
Thu. 7:30 p.m. Men's basketball Tenn-Martin
Wrestling
Northern Ill.
Fri.
7 p.m.
Fri.
6 p.m. M,W swimming NElllinois
Fri-Sat. 5:30 p.m. Men's tennis
Bradley
Fri-Sat. 3:30 p.m. M,W track Indiana Invite
Sat. 5:15 p.m. Women's basketball Western
Sat. 7:35 p.m. Men's basketball Western
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